AMENDMENT TO AUTHOR COLLABORATION AGREEMENT

Number of Continuation Sheets to this Amendment: ____. This is Page 1 of _____.

It is acknowledged by each of the Parties that this amends an Author Collaboration Agreement dated:

___________________________, 20____ by and between

______________________________________  and  ______________________________________ and

The following is hereby incorporated into the said Agreement (draw a diagonal line through any unused space and identify any Continuation Sheets by page number):

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Except as changed by this Amendment, the aforesaid Author Collaboration Agreement shall continue in effect according to its terms. It is agreed that this form may be used to terminate said Agreement if so desired and stated in the space above. The changes herein shall be effective on the date this Amendment is signed by all Parties. Each Party shall received a signed original of this Amendment.

ACCEPTED AND AGREED this __________ day of _____________________, 20____.

____________________________________          __________________________________
Signature                                      Signature

____________________________________          __________________________________
Co-Writer Printed Name                        Co-Writer Printed Name